Open the control panel then
Click on **Network and Sharing Center**

Then click on
**Set up new connection or network**

in this panel select
**Manually connect to a wireless network**

Click on **Next**
compile the form with this information:

**Network name:** vanvitelli  
( or eduroam if you want configure the connection for eduroam )

**Security type:** WPA2-Enterprise

Select **Microsoft EAP-TTLS** in the drop-down menu

then click on **Settings**
Uncheck the box Enable identity privacy

Make sure the unencrypted password (PAP) item is present in the drop-down menu at the bottom

Click on

then click OK to complete the configuration
Make sure the wifi is on, then find vanvitelli in the wifi list, then click on it

Click on connect and will appear the form, fill with your credential

Click on ok to confirm.

The credentials are managed in autonomy at the address https://www.wifi.unicampania.it/
after identifying yourself using the centralized authentication system

After a few moments,
the panel indicating that the connection has been established should appear